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9: Scale and Mobility in Defining 
the Commons 

Vyjayanthi Rao and Arjun Appadurai 

Common Paradoxes 

As anthropologists, we are struck by the self-evident nature or" definitions of the com
mons in the literature about the commons. Such definitions often view the commons as 
aggregations of local situations but fail to take into account the conditions under which 
these commons appear as commons within the lives of communities. While the politics 
of resources considered at a larger, abstract level is indeed the very ... raison d 'etre for the 
study of the commons, there is not enough attention to the circumstances under which 
commons arise, disappear and mutate into other kinds of property resources. The aggrega
tion of these kinds of events into definitions of the conunons enables a different sort of 
window into understanding the commons. To illustrate what we mean by this, we would 
like t<? tum to a specific example drawn from fieldwork in India.1 In this example, we see 
that all sorts of conditions are brought to bear not only on the politics of resource use but 
in the volatility of the definition of the commons itself. 

In March 1981, several villages along the banks of the river Krishna had to be evacu
ated by force. The village sites were about to be submerged by the reservoir waters of 
the Srisailam dam whose constructi_on had just then been completed, more than fifteen 
years after it began, damming the river at the eponymous town of Srisailam in Andhra 
Pradesh, an ancient and important pilgrimage centre. More than one hundred villages 
in Mahbubnagar and Kumool districts were affected and eventually about one hundred 
and fifty thousand people were displaced in some fashion- some lost their homes, some 
lost farmlands and many lost both. As the dam was being constructed, the AP State 
Department of Archaeology and Museums prepared to "rescue" and salvage a number of 

1 This example is drawn from the fieldwork on which Vyjayanlhi Rao's dissertation, "Ruins and 
Recollections: On the Subjects of Displacement" is based. 
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historic monuments from the submergence zone. The rescued monuments were historic 
exemplars of monumental Hindu temple architecture, constructed in the individual vil
lages by various imperial and local powers as acts of piety and displays of power. The 
temples were first dismantled and later reconstructed, not within the villages reconstructed 
after submergence, but in specially designated temple compounds located at various scenic 
spots along the banks of the Srisailam reservoir. 

One particular village within this submergence zone - itself a historic site because it had 
once served as the seat of a large Hindu jagir (small territory granted by a Moghul ruler 
to an army chieftain in recognition for military service) paying tribute to the Hyderabad 
Nizam- was unique because it simultaneously became r.qe site of all of these multiple 
transactions. After submergence of their village site, the villagers, not wishing to be 
relocated by the government to areas some distance away from the original site, led an 
initiative to purchase lands from neighboring villages and to reconstruct their houses only 
two kilometres away from the old site. The Department of Archaeology and Museums 
meanwhile also decided to construct a temple compound around this reconstructed village. 
The compound was created by moving about forty temples, belonging to a particular period, 
dismantled from various villages around the submergence zone into a designated area at 
the edge of the reconstructed village. In the heart of the new settlement, somewhere between 
the archaeological compound and the new settlement, a large rocky expanse of land was 
left over as the only land that had lain within the original revenue boundaries of the sub
merged village. A sixteenth-century Sri Vaishnava temple, which had been at the spatial 
heart of the submerged village site was also selected for transplantation by archaeologists 
but unlike the other temples, it was not moved away from the village in its spatially 
reconstituted form. Driven by a sentimental politics, this temple was reconstructed by archae
ologists on this left-over portion of village space at the behest of the erstwhile ruling 
family of this zamindari (territory belonging to a zamindar, or tax-collector, appointed by 
the sovereign authority; the system, prevalent in Moghul India was perpetuated by the 
British during their rule). 

The lands that had made space, within the original village sivar - or boundary in the 
revenue sense but also in a ritual sense- for the monumental village temple were appro
priated by the Andhra Pradesh State Religious Endowments Department. Prior to sub
mergence, although the lands are designated as charai- or grazing lands -on a revenue 
map of the village prepared just after the merger of the princely state of Hyderabad with 
the fndian Union in 1948, they had been cultivated by generations of harijan (lit. "chil
dren of god" - a term used by Gandhi to refer to untouchable communities) families 
with the permission of the zamindar.2 These families were amongst the poorest in the 
village. After submergence, when most of the cultivable lands within the village sivar 
disappeared, these families appeared to have escaped the fate of the other villagers. Yet, 
they now found themselves caught in the net of the law of eminent domain. Their lands 
were claimed for the tel!lple reconstruction on the grounds that they were common lands, a 
category that had not existed in practice prior to the submergence. These fanners found 
themselves reclassified as "squatters" and "illegal occupants of village lands," losing rhe 
rights gained, througfi conditions of near bondage, to cultivate and have exclusive access 
to "common" resources. 

The use of the term harijan here is following IO!;<ll usage by the subjects themselves. 

, .. 
I 
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, In this instance, a number of important issues pertaining to the commons can be 
noted. First, through customary sanction, village-level arrangements provided access to 
resources for the poorest groups. These arrangements were, of course, connected to vari
ous illiberal practices for the extraction of labor but nonetheless constituted an arrange
ment for managing the commons. The commons themselves were recognized as commons 
only through such arrangements. There was no such thing as free and open access in the 
strict sense. The law of the commons as such was an artifact of distributive practices. 
The claims made by the state's religious endowments department over these lands followed 
a different logic, invoking the conunons as a space over which the law of eminent 
domain applied. Applying this classificatory logic further meant dispossessing the families 
who had been cultivating these lands for generations without the compensation that 
was paid to all other cultivators, both landowners and tenants. Thus the disappearance 
of the village ironically meant the recognition of commons as commons where perhaps 
none had existed before. 

ln recent years, fundamental and perhaps catastrophic changes have taken place in the 
landscape within which resources in general, riot to speak of common property resources 
have been viewed. The above example of the use of the law of eminent domain is just 
one of them. The symbolic transformation of the value of land, both rural and urban, includ
ing the exchange of rural landholdings for urban real estate value, the shift from small 
farmers undertaking commercial fanning to the institutionalization of industrial agricul
ture and the shift of land resources out of agriculture altogether and into other kinds of 
"culture"- aquaculture etc. is but a small part of this landscape' of changes. The darker 
side of just these changes involves increasing rural poverty and immiseration, an epidemic 
of suicides amongst farmers across central South India and massive environmental 
degradation. These transformations are a small part of the increasing privatization of 
bin-resources on the one hand and the traffic in such resources acyo!fs regions on the other. 
Our discussion of "approaches to understanding collective action on the commons" will 
be situated in the context of this landscape. One of the key questions that we raise in 
this chapter concerns these movements of resources - across sectors and regions. In so 
doing, the chapter builds on the spirit of the conversation proposed by the conveners. 3 

The focus of our ohservations, however, will rest on the methodological problem of cap
turing these movements and the location of the commons in the landscapes created by 
these movements. 

Alongside, it is also necessary to keep in view the transformed landscape or policy
making in India. The explosive growth of cities, for example, is a key factor accom
panied by various kinds of "exchanges" and conversions of resources within an altered 
infrastructural economy. We argue ihat while the issue of the commons is certainly one 
about measuring the extent and nature of such resources, their use and their conserva
tion/protection, it also contains within it, albeit spectrally, broader problematics of the 
relationship between resource distribution and management, collective identities and 
units of analysis. Moreover, the whole problem of the mea.;;urement of their extent and 
nature is itself tied up to this larger problematic, as the first example of the Telangana 

3 The authors are referring to the "Conversations II" workshop held in Goa. India (August 2003). 
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village shows. The "commons," by their very nature, engage overlapping spatial and 
territorial fonnations, indeed create overlaps between communities and interests, between 
states and communities and so on. Thus, the best methods for understanding the social, 
cultural and collective implications of the commons might also tum ou!' to be eclectic 
and diverse. We begin by briefly summarizing the relationships between 'disciplinary 
positions and ideas about and definitions of what constitutes the "commons," followed 
by some of specific methodological questions and conclude with a section focusing 
on the various factors that anthropologists need to address in order to account more 
fully for the transformations of the small-scale worlds in which they have typically 
worked. This section is thus not so much of a dialogue between anthropologists and 
other disciplines as a checklist of the factors that might impinge on what counts as 
properly anthropological constructs in the contemporary moment. It is hoped that further 
research along these lines will be helpful in opening up the dialogue between and across 
disciplines. 

What's Common about the Commons? 

Even a cursory look at the literature on the commons reveals an apparently extraordinary 
diversity of positions, definitions etc. While there are necessarily correspondences 
between disciplinary affiliations and intellectual positions (and even political positions) 
on what constitutes the commons, there are also intradisciplinary divergences. Especially 
considering the fertile climate that now exists for interdisciplinary methods, it is fairly 
common to find practitioners of one discipline espousing the methods or conclusions of 
another whilst challenging the dominant assumptions of their own disciplines. Yet wor
ries about the limits of another's methods are also equally present: it is not uncommon, 
for example, for political scientists to call for more intensive "field-studies" of the kind 
that anthropologists are thought to undertake whilst at the same time worrying about how 
the data thus collected might be aggregated, collated with and corroborated against a range 
of other data sets and information obtained through other designs.4 We suggest, in othef 
words, that unlike in the 1980s, there may exist today, a greater ecumenical spirit in tenns 
of the provenance and purchase of dirferent kinds of "data." 

Debates internal to various disciplines have, by now, produced factions within dis
ciplines that apparently adhere to one or another side of binary oppositions, depending 
upon point of view, point of departure and desired tenninus. Thus, there are ecologists 
for whom conservation is the central disciplinary problem and others who adopt a 
more "protectionist" stance. There are economists committed to market intervention 
and privatization of resources in the service of more efficient management of scarce resources 
while others are equally committed to inducing "cooperation" through incentives. 
Likewise, the question of the state as an active agent in carving out common and free 

.. 
See Chopra (2001) for an example of such ecumenical practice in relating different kinds of data and 

different conceptual frames to one another in her argument about measuring commons and "wastelands'· aT 
the national level. 
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access resources as "properties" of specific communities as against other, more local 
and more decentralized institutions of allocation and management of access has fanned 
an important focus of internal distinctions within political ecology/political Science. In 
anthropology, these problems have appeared closely tied to the problem of method and 
of units of analysis. In particular, the problem of defining the locus of community has 
been a preoccupation for anthropologists of South Asia for at least half a century. 

The commons, and specifically the development of social movements around the pro
tection and allocation of common resources have raised the question of the "natural" loci 
of community, collective action, shared meanings and interests. Whereas earlier seminal 
debates were conducted around the village as the "natural" unit of sociological and anthro
pological analysis, more recent work has complicated this analytic debate by suggesting 
that fieldwork can and should be undertaken at the "awkward" scale that exceeds villages 
but still focuses on the processes by which localities are produced (Appadurai 1996). We 
will tum to some empirical examples of field-sites constituted around common resources 
that raise questions about the very idea of what counts as a common resource a little 
further on. "' 

For the moment, it is important to note that these debates and transformations within 
communities of academics and researchers are important to track precisely because of the 
implications that these positions and points of departure have for the policies that are pro
duced around them. The relationship between massive state intervention and the publica
tion of the Tragedy of the Commons in the late 1960s is now well known. As the conveners 
have pointed out, subsequent anthropological evidence "corrected" the assumption that 
the management of the commons could only be achieved through state regulation or other 
fonns of external coercion by providing evidence around the hypothesis that commun
ities had developed various practices and institutions for achieving the same ends. Yet in 
tenns of possible policy implications, these conclusions have ten9ed to operate sometimes 
with far too "romanticized" a notion of community, failing to take into account hetero
geneity, complexity and the interests of the various actors involved. As Bonnie McCay, 
for example, has demonstrated, the question of what measures should be taken to protect 
or otherwise manage common resources are determined in part by the definitional frame
works that detennine what counts as the "commons." In her reading of the history of 
policy, McCay makes the point that our theories and hypotheses themselves have an 
effect on the management of the commons when they become hegemonic paradigms in the 
framing of policies (see McCay and Acheson 1987). 

However, while these issues are critical to bear in mind for any inter-disciplinary 
dialogue to bear fruit, a broader epistemological issue remains implicit in these broadly 
political arguments. This may be thought through in tenns of the problem of measure
ment and information design and its effects on the constitution of our objects of inquiry 
and our conclusions. To put it more simply, before agreeing on action to be taken in 
regard to the Commons, it is also necessary to understand how we decide epistemo
logically what constitutes the Commons. In the following section, we pay particular 
attention to the distinction formulated by Appadurai in 1984, between distributional 
and relational analyses as we attempt to think the question of what's common about 
the commons from a specifically methodological angle. In the final section, we turn 
to some specific challenges facing anthropology and, by extension, its dialogue with the 
social sciences. 
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The Politics of Information Design: Anxieties and Opportunities 

A central preoccupation of the .earlier round of conversations5 was the problem of meas~ 
urement in all its ·dimensions: what was being measured, why it was being measured 
(or, how we decide on what was to be measured) and the interpretation of measurement. 
Appadurai makes the point that there fundamentally are two approaches to measure~ 
ment, viz. those that focus on the distribution of outcomes and those that focus on the 
"relational dimension of the processes which lead to these outcomes." This argument is 
further tied to an observation that large-scale and aggregative techniques tend to be 
especialJy designed to measure the distribution of outcomes and lead to distributional 
analyses. Further, in these kinds of studies, there is also a basic assumption of the rela
tionship between scale and the generallzability of the hypothesis. On the other hand, there 
are also genuine difficulties in aggregating a number of small-scale and intensive studies 
that tend to focus on relational dimensions and processes to arrive at large-scale gener
alizations. Problems with measurement reflect epistemological issues at the deepest levels, 
where there is no agreement about whether or not certain aspects of social life are even 
quantifiable. 

In regard to the commons, we may have to include an additional methodological layer 
to this argument, having to do with information generation and the design of data sets in 
relation to one another to get a better handle on the issues. It is necessary to acknow
ledge- especially in regard to an object as self-evidently shaped by inter-connection and 
overlapping interests and groups - that there can emerge a fonn of research practice (not 
only among professionals but also among the "actors" themselves) that is not so much 
dependent upon primary data collection as upon constructing relationships between exist
ing data sets of "information." Of course information is never neutral and is always 
penneated by the assumptions that lead to its production in the first place. Moreover, access 
to information differs significantly among groups, individuals and communities. Yet, 
the lengthening temporal horizon of the post-colonial state's practices of govemmentality 
and the increasing penetration of various forms of rnedja make available an archive of 
information, sometimes appearing to be "raw" but more.often than not, evidently designing 
reality. This may, on occasion, lead to creative cross-cutting at the conceptual level, dis
playing a certain virtuosity in bringing together, for example, geographic information from . 
the vantage of satellites together with legal regimes and data on economic opportunities. 
Such creativity is not uncommon in the worlds of environmental activism. 

One notable example of this kind of flexible measure is the concept of the "Ecological 
Footprint," developed by Mathis Wakernagel and William Rees, a "planning tool" 
designed to "translate sustainability concerns inlO public action" (Wakernagel and 
Rees 1995). They explain it as follows: "The Ecological Footprint concept is simple, yet 
potentially comprehensive: it accounts for flows of energy and matter to and from any 
defined economy and converts these into the corresponding land/water area required 
from nature to support these flows. This technique is both analytical and educational. 
It not only assesses__.the sustainability of current human activities, but is also effective 
in building public <iwareness and assisting decision-making" (p. 3). What is precisely 

·1 The reference here is to "Conversations I'' in Bangalore. 
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, interesting about this mensurational concept for our purposes here· is that the concept is 
designed as a popular research tool, yet incorporates "scientificaUy" rigorous techniques 

and available "information." 
In regard to anthropology in particular, the two sets of developments- first, the changes 

at the empirical level some of which we observed at the beginning of- the chapter and 
second, the possibilities of the democratization of research practices through the increas
ing spread of the means of documentation- change the landscape within which our objects 
are constructed. What are the consequences of this transformation and why should they 
matter? In this concluding section, we will try to deepen this question further and sug

gest some possible avenues for further conversation. 

Sizing up the Commons: Anthropological Subjects and Objects 

As interpreted by Appadurai in 1984, the macro-micro dialectic across the social sciences 
might be characterized in multiple ways. He observes that economic mea<;ures of rural 
poverty were, by and large, characterized by an expansive, national geography while anthro
pological measures mapped micro-terrritories and micro-event<>. He suggests that the 
interpretation of micro-events of entitlement or failure of entitlement could lead, via 
relational analyses, to an expanding palette of explanatory possibilities. Conversely, eco
nomic analyses, de_spite focusing on the collection, aggregation, and standardization of 
large amounts of information (or by sampling across large amOunts of data), ultimately 
work by using distributional patterns to narrow down the possible explanatory choices 
to the ones most frequently encountered and thereby more general. The relationship 
between scale and the generalizability of a proposition is therefore inverted in the two 
approaches. For this reason, anthropological anxieties have often centered on the ques
tion of the representativeness of the object of observation in relation to the object of inquiry. 

There have been several lines of internal critique and debate, too many to list here (includ
ing the demonstration of an isomorphism between certain spatial productions, identity 
and cultural difference) which point to the possibilities of involution inherent in this 
approach. In particular, as anthropology's subjects become literally or figuratively mobile 
and unmoored from particular micro-territories, the scalar dimensions of the worlds they 
inhabit change in multiple ways. First, in terms of physical space itself, migration for work 
or pleasure or for participation in collective action maps out larger and larger terrains. 
This transforms the very scale of the geographies created by following r~lational processes. 
If earlier the coherence of the village as an agrarian economy depended upon demon
strating relations as close the village level as possible, now relational analyses routinely 
take global processes and their impacts on observational sites into account (see, for example, 

Gupta 1997). 
Second, in terms of (re)designing information, expansive and indeed sometimes explos-

ive scales of information availability also contribute to the transformation of the scale of 
social life at the level of the locality and indeed in distilling the "phenomenological" 
quality of locality from the swirl of representations via the social practice of the imagina
tion (Appadurai 1996). These latter changes are beginning to have interesting repercus
sions for the already complex histories of interactions between state territorialities and local 
rights. On the one hand such "research" and design practices provide the ammunition 
for communities of interest to confront the stale while on the other hand, the state's own 
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practices of democratic decentralization in the matter of resource access and manage
ment could also have hidden and sinister implications for the survival and well-being of 
local communities. 

A third level of scalar transformation pertains to new regimes of value and meaning 
within which common resources are now embedded. Such regimes enable the "conver
sion" of resources such as water and rivers from principally agricultural infrastructure to 
playing a crucial role in the spatial and cultural formatting of cities. A case in point are 
the events surrounding the sudden filling of the Sabannati river, which had run dry for 
decades, in Ahmedabad city limits in August 2002.6 This flooding effected the creation 
of a Hindu symbolic geography for the city closely connected to the BJP government's 
desires to re-format the city's cultural landscape. The re-filling of the river was in tum 
made possible by the construction of the Sardar Sarovar dam over the Narmada, a pro
ject conceived to harness the river's waters for multiple purposes, including provision 
of drinking water and irrigation. As is well known, the dam's construction Jed to one of 
the largest social and political protest movements in recent Indian history, which was squarely 
centered on making visible the exclusions that were being effected in so harnessing a com
mon resource. 

In an earlier moment, one of the key questions in the relationship between culture and 
economy was about the relationship between contracting relational scales at the geographic 
level to be consistent with the scale of the observer and the generalizability of the hypo
thesis. Today, we take the largeness of scale and the awkwardness of the angle at which 
it sits vis-3.-vis the scale of the observer for granted and ask, instead, how can we read 
locality from this constant murmur of the global? Second, how cto we factor in the rela
tionship between empirical "facts," regimes of value and the availability of "information" 
to those whom we study? Often, the apparently spectral production and disappearance of 
common resources appears to be as closely tied to the ideologies and regimes of value 
as it is to empirical events of degradation creating the possibility of multiple explanatory 
chains vis-3.-vis an apparently singular phenomenon. Finally, in all this, one of the singular 
challenges for anthropologists remains the possible disappearance of a central disciplinary 
value - viz. cultural diversity - under the weight of the tensions between the concerns· 
of markets and exclusionary politics on the one hand and those of "development" 
on the other. 

This appears as a key outcome of the culture-economy relationship, which in tum has 
been the central preoccupation of this chapter refracted through the particular lens of the 
commons. Why should this concern us? To conclude, we quote from Appadurai's essay 
(2002) on cultural diversity: 

Cultural diversity is the critical link between the intangible and the tangible dimensions of 
development. Tangible development can be measured in tcnns of human health, economic 
capabilities, commodity flows and physical guarantees of security and productivity. 
Intangible development consists of the spirit of participation, the enthusiasm of empower
ment, the joys of recognition and the pleasures of aspiration. Although these intangible 
measures of develo.pnent may seem obvious, overlooking them has often created massive 

6 For this example, Vyjayanthi Rno thanks architect Kanu Agrawal who has completed a master's thesis on 
the cultural politics of urban design in contemporary Ahmedabad at the Yale School of Architecture. 
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failures in the worldwide effort to develop poorer economies ;md transfer life-sustaining 
technologies. Cultural diversity provides the key link between these two crucial dimensions 
of development, themselves fundamentally indivisible, by guaranteeing the survival of 
multiple visions of the good life, and of a large range of ties between material and moral 
visions of well-being. Many development projects have failed because they have failed to 
make the link between these dimensions, or have tried to impose a single visi.on of human 
bettcnnent and material well-being. (Appadurai 2002) 

Crucial to this interpretation of cultural diversity is the possibility of a method versatile 
enough to follow the multiple threads of data streams to create more diverse relational 
pictures. We began by questioning the self-evidence of the commons as an open and freely 
accessible resource and asked what constitutes the commons as being in common (or not). 
lil other words, our analysis did not start with a "measurement" issue while assuming that 
the commons are self-evidently those resources that support the poor, although they have 
the potential to do so. As we have stressed throughout, the issue of the commons and the 
production, deployment, disappearance and re-creation of the commons (each of which 
we take not to be self-evident) both as an empirical event in various local contexts as 
well as a discursive event, is a crucial site for raising the key questions of anthropology 
as well, concerning cultural diversity, rather than cultural identity and its politics. The 
politics of cultural identity tend to operate with a romantic notion of community while the 
notion of cultural diversity leaves open the tie between creativity in designs for living 
and the "natural" boUndaries of groups producing those designs. This aspect emerges espe
cially clearly in the focus on the contemporary conditions under which we conceptualize 
and deal with the commons. We hope that in focusing on cultural diversity in relation to 
the commons in this manner, we have opened up at least some space for a dialogue across 
disciplines. 
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